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Word-Sized Graphics for Scientific Texts
Fabian Beck, Member, IEEE Computer Society, and Daniel Weiskopf, Member, IEEE Computer Society
Abstract—Generating visualizations at the size of a word creates dense information representations often called sparklines. The
integration of word-sized graphics into text could avoid additional cognitive load caused by splitting the readers’ attention between
figures and text. In scientific publications, these graphics make statements easier to understand and verify because additional
quantitative information is available where needed. In this work, we perform a literature review to find out how researchers have already
applied such word-sized representations. Illustrating the versatility of the approach, we leverage these representations for reporting
empirical and bibliographic data in three application examples. For interactive Web-based publications, we explore levels of interactivity
and discuss interaction patterns to link visualization and text. We finally call the visualization community to be a pioneer in exploring
new visualization-enriched and interactive publication formats.
Index Terms—Sparklines, word-sized graphics, literature survey, text and visualization, interactive documents, scientific publishing.
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I NTRODUCTION

W

E , as researchers, publish papers like decades ago—a static
text document enriched with figures and tables—although
Web-based text documents would allow us to embed videos,
3D graphics, and interactive visualizations. Such media could augment the text with illustrating examples, supportive information,
or quantitative evidence. However, these combinations also require
the readers to jump between the text and the additional artifact.
Psychology researchers investigate this split-attention effect [1] as
part of cognitive load theory [2]: splitting the readers’ attention
could increase their working memory load and thus reduce their
resources to process the actual content [3]. Hence, integrating
the information into a single representation could avoid the splitattention effect and reduce cognitive load [1], [4].
Tufte [5] suggested sparklines—word-sized graphics—as an
approach that embeds visualizations into text and creates a combined representation. For example, we can easily show a data; the reader does
rich stock chart as part of this text
not have to switch to a separate figure to read the information.
The usage of word-sized graphics has become popular within
spreadsheets and tables, significantly boosted by the integration
of sparklines into Microsoft Excel and other software products.
However, their embedding into text documents, especially scientific publications, falls behind and has not yet been sufficiently
explored from a scientific perspective.
This work aims at studying the potential of word-sized graphics to enrich scientific texts. It both explores the state of the art
and demonstrates new solutions. Figure 1 illustrates the envisioned
integration process of text and word-sized graphics and previews
application examples. In particular, our main contributions are:
•

•

•
•

We perform a literature review with 140 publications to
evaluate how word-sized visualizations have already been
applied to scientific communication (Section 3).
We discuss three generalizable application examples
(Figure 1) that leverage the embedding of word-sized
visualizations into the text of a publication (Section 4).
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•

We investigate levels of interaction for embedding wordsized visualizations into interactive text documents and
propose reusable interaction patterns (Section 5).

We conclude our work with calling the visualization community
to action (Section 6): Explore visualization-enriched publication
formats! Establish standards and best practices that support other
communities! We consider our work as a step in this direction.
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W ORD - SIZED G RAPHICS

Tufte [5] defined the term sparklines as “data-intense, designsimple, word-sized graphics.” Although this definition is quite
broad, the term sparklines is often understood in the narrow sense
of word-sized line charts or word-sized bar charts, the latter
sometimes also referred to as sparkbars. In this work, however,
we consider the broader definition to cover all kinds of word-sized
data visualizations: sparklines could be any data-intense visual
representations at the size of a word. In particular, we use the term
word-sized graphics to even include the coding of information
using icon images. An alternative, very similar term is word-scale
graphics/visualizations, defined by Goffin et al. [6] somewhat
broader, for instance, allowing graphics that span paragraphs.
Their definition also includes emojis [7]—emoticons (e.g., “,”)
or pictures as placeholder for words (e.g., “K now?”)—, which
are wide-spread in contemporary written colloquial language.
But since we focus on formal scientific communication only, we
consider these as out of scope for the current work. Goffin et al. [6]
discern between data-driven and non-data-driven graphics—our
examples are all data-driven, even icon representations encode
defined categorial attributes. Another related term is glyph, in
visualization literature often understood as a “small visual object
that depicts attributes of a data record” [8]. On the one hand, many
word-sized graphics or sparklines can be considered as a special
type of glyph, but the term glyph is broader, not limited to size or
aspect ratio of a word. On the other hand, visualizations like small
bar charts might not be understood as a glyph because they do not
constitute a single visual object, but rather a collection.
Word-sized graphics could be embedded into different media: text, tables, user interfaces, source code, or even other
visualizations. Since scientific publications primarily use text to
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Fig. 1. Integration of text and visualization within scientific publications using word-sized graphics. Three generalizable examples demonstrate the
practical applicability and potential of the approach: (a) classifying references with icon graphics, (b) discussing bibliographic data supported by
interactive sparklines, and (c) summarizing eye movement data with word-sized visualizations.

communicate information, our main focus is on the integration of
word-sized graphics into text. We consider them not as part of the
language, but as an augmentation (much like a reference or a footnote). Also, their usage in tables and figures is relevant in this work
as a secondary means of communication within publications. In
interactive Web-based documents, borders between tables, figures,
and interactive visualizations blur. Even the graphics integrated
into text could provide interactions, for instance, transforming
them into a larger figure on click. We also discuss these interactive
examples of scientific communication.

3

L ITERATURE R EVIEW

Despite being described in textbooks and implemented in software libraries, word-sized graphics are not necessarily applied
by researchers. Since we want to study the usage of theses
visualizations for scientific communication within texts, our starting point is to evaluate the popularity and usage scenarios in
this kind of application. We aim at answering the following
research question: How are word-sized graphics used in scientific
publications? Hence, we systematically search for examples of
word-sized graphics in the research literature and classify their
form of usage. Relevant instances could be spread across multiple
disciplines—the search should not be limited to visualization or
computer science research.
We are not aware of any other survey on the usage of
word-sized graphics in publications across scientific communities.
Tufte [5] discusses general design considerations for sparklines.
Others explore the interplay of sparklines and Gestalt laws [9],
placement options for word-scale visualizations into text [10],
[11], and the function of word-scale visualizations in documents [6]. A survey on the state of the art in glyph design is
also related [8].
Please note that we ourselves apply word-sized graphics in the
following to describe and quantify the collected literature. We also
add word-sized graphics to give examples of representations used
in the collected literature; these examples are representatives of a
group of visualizations or replica of the original diagrams slightly
adopted for consistency.
3.1

Methodology and Categorization Scheme

We performed a Google Scholar search with search terms
sparkline and Tufte (retrieved: September 5, 2016). We used
Google Scholar as a search engine because it lists publications
from all disciplines and is one of the most extensive collections
of scientific literature. We used the search term sparkline because

it is—more than word-sized graphics—the accepted and unique
term. We added the term Tufte to filter out noise and reduce the
collection to those publications that pay credit to Tufte.
The search produced a result set of 542 publications. We
excluded 38/542 duplicates, 49/542 non-English publications, and
93
/542
non-scientific publications (i.e., publications that were
not published in a scientific context, for instance, user manuals,
publipatents, talks, or blog posts). For the remaining 362/542
cations, we tried to retrieve a full document copy (e.g., PDF or
HTML version) and were successful in 316/362 cases. In about half
of these publications (176/316 ), we did not detect any original use of
word-sized graphics, but just a reference to the term sparkline, for
instance, as part of a literature overview; we also did not consider
it as original use if sparkline-like graphics were considerably
larger than the height of a few lines or carried axes and labels.
We document these exclusion decisions in a table that is part of
the supplemental material. The remaining 140/542 publications are
the final set on which the following classification is based. The
literature collection together with the classification is available in
the interactive literature browser SurVis [12]:
http://sparklines-literature.fbeck.com
We visually scanned each document for word-sized graphics.
If the document was too long (e.g., PhD theses or books), we
searched for the term sparkline within in the document. Based
on the detected word-sized graphics, we classified the publication
into the following main usage types (Category type):
•
•
•
•

Visualization Technique: The work introduces a visualization technique using word-sized graphics.
User Study: The work evaluates an approach based on
word-sized graphics or their general usage in a user study.
Meta: The work broadly discusses considerations for using
word-sized graphics and draws general conclusions.
Scientific Communication: The work uses word-sized
graphics only to communicate data—the visualization itself is no main contribution.

The last type is the one we are most interested in within the
scope of this work. While we briefly review publications of the
other types as well, we focus the following literature analysis
onto the examples assigned to the communication type. Our
paper—both making general observations and using word-size
graphics to communicate results—would be classified as meta and
communication.
We further categorize publications according to the scientific
domain they target (Category domain); this domain does not refer
to the scientific community in which the work was published, but
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TABLE 1
Existing examples where word-sized graphics are used in publications
for scientific communication.

Fig. 2. Word cloud summary of keywords assigned to publications; subscript numbers and font sizes encode frequencies; usage type keywords
are assigned a unique color: visualization technique , communication , user study , and meta ; word-sized graphics next to every
keyword show the overlap of the respective keyword with the usage
types (e.g., for domain:cs
, the yellow bar indicates that about a third
of these are communication publications); created with SurVis [12].

the domain of the data visualized in the word-sized graphics. We
also discern different forms of embedding for word-sized graphics
(Category embedding), for instance, tables, lists, texts, and other
representations. Finally, we classify the visual encoding used in
the word-sized graphics (Category vis), for example, line charts,
bar charts, or spatial encodings.
The classification was the result of an iterative coding process,
refining categories during classifying new publications and reclassifying previous publications when adapting the overall scheme.
We assigned at least one keyword for the categories type, domain,
embedding, and vis to every publication in our collection. Only
in case a publication could not unambiguously be associated with
a single keyword, we assigned multiple keywords per category.
To highlight aspects beyond this classification scheme, some
publications carry additional independent keywords.
3.2

Results

21 (plotted from
The collected publications per year
0
2006 to 2016) are a general indicator for the popularity of wordsized graphics within the scientific community: After Tufte [5]
coined the term in 2006, sparklines had a direct impact as they are
referenced immediately (on average, 9.0 publications per year in
). Over the years, their popularity varied
2007 to 2009
somewhat but steadily increased (on average, 20.0 publications
per year in 2013 to 2015
; 2016 is not considered here
because the data might not yet be complete).
Figure 2 quantifies the keywords assigned to the publications
as a word cloud, structured by keyword categories and encoding
keyword frequencies in subscript numbers and font sizes. Type
keywords are highlighted and word-sized graphics encode the
relationship of each keyword to these main discerning types. In
the following, we discuss this classification in detail and use the
keyword categories to structure the analysis. At the end of each
analysis part, we formulate an observation that condenses what we
believe is the central outcome of the respective analysis. Please
note that these statements only reflect our interpretation of the
data, but might not be the only valid conclusion that can be drawn.

3.2.1 Usage Type
Like indicated in Figure 2, a majority of 101/140 publications in
our literature collection uses word-sized graphics as part of a visualization technique. Some publications only marginally discuss

Visualization

Short Description

Domain

Embedding

[13]
[14]

Query event sequence

Comp. Sc.

Text

Discussion subjects

Comp. Sc.

List

[15]

Participant rating

Comp. Sc.

Table

[16]

Cost across time

Defense

Text + table

[17]

Retention/completion rates

Education

Table

[18]

Levels of suspicious activity

Comp. Sc.

List

[19]

Infection rates

Bio-medical

Table

[20]

Water chemistry species

Ecology

Table

[21]

Transaction costs

Ecology

Table

[22]

Volatilization of hydrocarbon

Bio-medical

Table

[23]

Weights of signaling metrics

Bio-medical

Table

[24]

Phasic pressure traces

Bio-medical

Table

[25]

Criticality distributions

Comp. Sc.

Table

[26]

IO rates

Comp. Sc.

Table

[27]

Score by amount of smoking

Bio-medical

List

[28]

Population statistics by age

Sociology

Table

[29]

Concentration of positives

Comp. Sc.

Table

[30]

Temperature signatures

Bio-medical

List

[31]

Topic frequency in publications

History

Table

[32]

Topic importance trend

Comp. Sc.

Table

[33]

Litter fall

Ecology

Table

[34]

Term likelihood per category

Linguistics

Text

[35]

Web service characteristics

Comp. Sc.

Table

[36]

Answer distributions

Bio-medical

Table

[37]

Attraction schemas

Bio-medical

List

[38]

Participant agreement

Comp. Sc.

Table

[39]

Observed behavior per user

Comp. Sc.

Text + table

the integration of word-sized graphics. In contrast, such graphics
are in the focus of other publications, for instance, to encode
social networks in a matrix [40], debug electronic circuits with an
interactive tabular representation [41], summarize questionnaire
responses in small multiples [42], show the evolution of keywords
in a tag cloud [43], compare time series in a matrix [44], or
visualize geo-located attributes over time [45]. Further, 15/140 publications evaluate word-sized graphics in user studies, for instance,
the combination of quantitative and qualitative data in time series
visualizations [46], the effectiveness of a medical data display
based on word-sized graphics [47], the influence of graphics embedding into text onto reading behavior [10], or the performance
of word-size data representations within tables [48]. We classified
5
publications as meta, discussing the placement of word/140
sized graphics in text [11], user interactions with word-sized
graphics [49], aspect ratios of diagrams and sparklines [50], and
micro visualizations as different means of visualization to augment
texts [51], [52].
In contrast to the rather wide use as part of visualization
approaches, word-sized graphics are less common for communicating scientific data and results (27/140 publications). Table 1 lists
these instances in detail, also providing a graphical classification
of each. While the short description of the visualizations indicates
a great variety of approaches, the graphics have in common that
they only play a subordinate role in the publication. Unlike in the
publications classified as visualization technique, here, word-sized
graphics are just used to communicate some information, but do
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not belong themselves to the core contributions of the work. The
following analysis parts look into more details of these examples.
Observation: While word-sized graphics are regularly applied
within visualization approaches and systems, they are yet rarely
used for communicating data within scientific publications.
3.2.2 Application Domains
The application domains for word-sized graphics are diverse. As
shown in Figure 2, our literature collection covers areas such as
computer science, bio-medical applications, geography, business,
engineering, and more. Among these, computer science and biomedical applications are most prominent (38/140 and 23/140 publications). While the variety of topics is quite high also within these
disciplines, we observed some clusters of publications: for computer science, related to software engineering topics (11/38 publications), and for bio-medical publications, related to clinical data
dashboards showing patient records (7/23
publications). Also,
notable numbers of publications can be found in geographic applications (13/140 ), business (12/140 ), and engineering (10/140 ). We
marked 19/140 publications as generic regarding their application
because they cover visualization research applicable to
domain
many domains, for instance, user study or meta publications .
For the publications classified as scientific communication,
Table 1 shows a similar distribution of application domains with
many examples in computer science and bio-medical applications.
The short descriptions provide more context and illustrate the
high variance of represented data. We could only detect two
clusters of publications using word-sized graphics for a similar
purpose: one for summarizing the distribution of participants’
answers [15], [36], [38], the other representing topic frequencies
or importance [31], [32]. From an abstracted perspective, the
visualized data in all examples only has in common that it was
measured in some sort of experiment.
Observation: The broad coverage of application domains
shows that word-sized graphics have the potential to be used
within publications in all (data-driven) sciences.
3.2.3 Embedding
Word-sized graphics, due to their small size, can be embedded
into different artifacts. Among the reported use cases in our
collections, their usage as small visualizations in cells of the table
dominates (58/140 publications, cf. Figure 2). Showing them as
small multiples in a list—similar to a table with one column or
row—is a variant (37/140 ). The integration of word-sized graphics
into text, although already proposed by Tufte [5], is less common,
but at least 19/140
publications follow this approach. While
these three basic embeddings work with static and interactive
representations alike, there also exist a number of embeddings
that can be applied specifically within interactive user interfaces:
using word-sized graphics to build a dashboard (17/140 ), augment
a larger visualization (10/140 ), enrich source code in an editor
(4/140 ), or add extra information to a map (3/140 ).
Also among the examples of scientific communication, embeddings in tables and lists are prevalent (25/27 examples, cf. Table 1).
As highlighted in bold font in the table, 4/27
publications,
however, use an embedding into text (2/27 in co-occurrence with
table): Adar et al. [13] show temporal event sequences of search
queries integrated into the text. Boehmke [16] visualizes evolving
costs of different categories within text and tables. Potts [34]
shows term likelihood per rating category of movie reviews.
Ying and Robilliard [39] summarize specific behavior of users to

4

discuss typical user strategies. Comparing the three embeddings
(table
, list
, and text
), we observe that the ratio of
communication examples (height of bar) is larger among table
representations than for lists and texts; a tabular embedding might
be most straightforward to use in a paper.
Within publications not classified as usage type communication, further relevant examples of text embedding exist: Brandes
and Nick [40] use word-sized graphics to represent the evolving
relationships of pairs of individuals. For song lyrics, Oh [53]
embeds visualizations above each line that encodes melody and
beat. Tinkelman [54] introduces a word-sized graphic designed
to encode losses and profits of companies and demonstrates
this application within four written statements. From a general
visualization research perspective, Goffin et al. [11] explore the
options for placing word-sized graphics into text and identify
seven cases ranging from in-line placement as practiced in this
work to inter-line placement and overlays. Goffin et al. [10] further
investigate in a user study how these placement options interact
with reading behavior. In most other cases that we classified as
text embedding, word-sized graphics are used in the text in only
few instances or the text embedding just plays a marginal role.
Observation: Word-sized graphics included into tables and
lists are much more common than examples integrated into text,
both in publications describing a visualization technique and those
using them for scientific communication.
3.2.4 Visualization
Finally, we compare the visual encoding used in the word-sized
graphics. Figure 2 clearly shows that most examples relate to simple line
or bar
charts (100/140 and 40/140 examples,
17
with an overlap of /140 examples that show both; please note
that we also consider area charts as variants of line charts). Similar
to the original examples provided by Tufte [5], some of them are
. Another simple encoding
enriched with additional markers
employs grids to encode, for instance, a sequence of states in
colored cells in one or multiple rows
(21/140 ). However,
there also exist approaches demonstrating that word-sized graphics
are not limited to these simple diagram types, for instance, graphics that encode spatial trajectories or densities [55], [56], [57],
stacked quantities that form streams [58], small representations
of boxplots to display statistical distributions [59], [60], [61], or
glyphs that encode multivariate properties [9], [40]. Even parallel
coordinates can be represented [42], and networks in simplified
node-link representations [55], [62] or adjacency matrices [55].
The publication years of the respective publications
show that these alternative representations are rather new, mostly
suggested in the past four years.
In the examples classified as scientific communication, also
line and bar charts dominate (cf. Table 1). In addition to standard lines
, some lines carry markers to indicate specific
points and periods in time or average, minimum, maximum, or
last value
; one example plots multiple lines in a single
chart
[28]. Bar charts occur with monochrome bars
and bars colored by category
or value
; bars can
be also tailored and carry markers
[23]. Two of the
communication examples also use a grid-like visualization
to show temporal sequences of predefined topics [14] or encode
ternary vectors [37]. Abstracting from individual representations,
a commonality among most examples is the encoding of time or
sequence on the horizontal axis and of a measured value on the
vertical axis.
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Observation: Line and bar charts are frequently applied in
word-sized graphics, using time or sequence as horizontal and
value as vertical dimension. It is also possible to use other types
of visualizations as word-sized graphics, but this is not yet much
explored for scientific communication.

3.3

Discussion

The literature review provides an impression of the current use of
word-sized graphics in scientific publications. Word-sized graphics are popular in general, but their application for scientific
communication is still quite infrequent. However, we may not
have found all publications, in particular, if the authors were
not aware that they are using a form of visualization referred
to as sparklines or do not acknowledge Edward Tufte. Whereas
our classification scheme is simple and does not require much
interpretation, still in some of the retrieved publications, the classification was ambiguous. Others might have categorized individual
publications differently or would have used another classification
scheme, potentially resulting in different outcomes of the analysis.
As discussed above, the communication examples found cover
mostly usage in tables and simple line and bar charts. Word-sized
graphics are not much used in practice within the text of scientific
publications to communicate data and results. Reasons for this
gap can be manifold, for instance, (i) word-sized graphics could
be difficult to integrate, (ii) authors were afraid that reviewers or
readers are too conservative regarding their layout preferences of a
scientific publication, or (iii) data is too complex to be represented
as word-sized graphics. In contrast, we believe that the integration
is both feasible and promising in many applications.

4

A PPLICATION E XAMPLES

To further explore the usage of word-sized graphics for scientific
communication, we study a number of examples that demonstrate
positive use cases. Since the usage of sparklines in tables and
lists is comparably well established and quite similar to normal
tables and lists, we focus here on examples where visualizations
are directly embedded into text. For text, a good integration is
harder to achieve but, if successful, promises to avoid a splitattention effect [1].
The three examples we discuss in the following cover a variety
of graphics, from icons for simple classification to visualizations
of rather complex data. Unlike the state of the art applied for scientific communication (cf. Table 1), these examples demonstrate that
word-sized graphics are not limited to line and bar charts. Their
areas of application relate to general topics, like communication of
bibliographic data and experiment results, and could be reused in
a similar way in many domains and publications. They illustrate
one possible solution tested in practical application, but do not
claim to be the best solutions. Whereas we motivate design
considerations and suggestions, they are not backed by empirical
evidence. Extensive user studies would be necessary to come up
with guidelines and more detailed recommendations. Parts of the
discussed examples have already been introduced elsewhere [55],
[63], [64], however, without particularly discussing their use
within texts of scientific publications. For each example, we first
introduce the visualization, then generalize it, and finally discuss
advantages and limitations.

5

4.1

Classification of References

When discussing related work, authors need to highly condense
information about the referenced publications in one sentence or
a few. Often, it is hard for the reader to follow the discussion
and understand the main differences between the briefly discussed
approaches. This problem is particularly critical for state-of-theart reports or other literature surveys where large parts of the
paper consist of content like this. Typically, the authors of such a
publication have already carefully structured and classified the referenced approaches to give an overview and point out differences.
While the classification of publications might be communicated
through page-filling tables, it requires some searching (and maybe
page flipping) to match the reference in the text with the ones in
the table. Hence, using icons for the classification and embedding
them into the text directly next to the references provides an alternative or at least additional encoding. Although debatable whether
these icons should be called word-sized graphics or sparklines, we
consider this example because these icons are a visual encoding
of data—an assignment of publications to categories.
4.1.1 Example
In a survey on visualizing group structures, Vehlow et al. [64]
tested this approach. They first introduced and explained the icons,
here, the ones referring to the type of group structure represented:
“The references are [..] marked with the respective
icons: flat
or hierarchical
, disjoint
or
.”
overlapping
Within the discussion of the surveyed publications, these icons
are used to classify the publications, often providing an additional
information that is not described explicitly in the text, for instance:
“Group nodes are connected by visual links if any of
, [HN07b,
their members are related [CDA*14]
HN07a]
.”
Further icons are applied, such as, for the type of over, the graph visualization paradigm
, the encoding
lap
of time
, and the usage of color coding . One of the tables
in the document acts as a legend for the icons in addition to their
introduction in the text. Icons are only added if the classification is
helpful as an additional information in the specific context. Within
table headers and figure captions, icons are used as well to specify
listed approaches.
4.1.2 Generalization
This approach is easy to generalize even if it was designed
for a specific example. In essence, each reference is assigned a
number of categories, each expressed with a different icon. While
it is an important goal to make these icons as self-explaining
as possible, like for acronyms, one should always add a textual
explanation before using the icons for the first time. In context
of visualization literature, finding self-explaining icons might be
easier than in other domains because one can often use stylized
small versions of basic visualization approaches; for instance,
Kucher and Kerren [65] provide another example of such icons
for text visualization. However, other domains have their visual
languages and accepted metaphors that can be used as a basis for
designing the icons. Often, visual identifiers could be borrowed
from icons used in software systems popular in the respective
domain. While it might be possible to use arbitrary icons that are
not obviously related to the category they represent, we do not
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expect that readers would be willing to learn this artificial visual
language—the overhead would more than compensate the gain.
4.1.3 Discussion
Classifying references with icons is a lightweight way of using
word-sized graphics within scientific publications. The encoding
is easy to understand and introduce. The icons do not require much
space or an enlarged version in the paper. The icons only occur
when references, as non-language artifacts, enrich the text with
extra information anyways—the reader is already accustomed to
intermission of reading in this context. As main advantages we see
that the icons (i) show additional illustrations of the referenced
publications, (ii) provide indicators of what are similarities and
differences between referenced publications, and (iii) allow the
reader to quickly search in the document for specific aspects represented by icons. We recommend focusing on the most important
aspects and leaving out icons if the classification is obvious or
redundant in order to avoid visually overloading the paper.
4.2

Bibliographic Analysis

While the approach discussed above classifies individual references qualitatively, we could also consider a more quantitative
approach of discussing and summarizing scientific literature—
counting structured publications in a literature collection and
investigating temporal trends.
4.2.1 Example
You have already seen examples of this use case as part of our
literature search (Section 3). In particular, we use three different
encodings that aggregate publications to quantities:
•

•

•

Relative Publication Numbers (e.g., 42/140 ): Two overlapping bars show the number of publications in relation to
a reference number (i.e., all publications of the collection
or of a previously defined subset). We also provide the
absolute numbers written as a quotient.
21 ): Publication
Publication Timelines (e.g.,
0
frequencies per year plotted as bar charts give insights
into impact and trends. At first occurrence, we augment
this representation with labels for minimum and maximum
value. Coloring the bars helps us highlight different periods or subsets of the publications. These timelines are
similar to the line-based visualization of topic frequency
used by Milligan [31].
Keyword Overlap (e.g., ): Showing the usage types of
a certain publication set identified by a keyword, we illustrate the underlying subset structure of these publications.
These graphics were created with the SurVis system [12].
We now show that these can be used also to enrich a textual
description of a literature collection.

4.2.2 Generalization
Since the applied visualizations are simple, they obviously generalize to reflect arbitrary relative quantities, aggregated number of
events or frequencies on a timeline, or overlap of item sets. One
could discuss other document or media collections in a similar
style, for instance, patents, historic texts, works of art, or music.
Another relevant extensions could be to include more metadata
into the discussion, such as information about authors, publishers,
or citations. Whereas some of this information can be represented
with the proposed visualizations already (e.g., citations per year
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133 , 2006–2016 of the book Beautiful Evidence by
0
Tufte [5]; retrieved from Google Scholar, September 30, 2016),
other data requires new word-sized visualizations (e.g., citation or
co-author networks).

4.2.3 Discussion
In analogy to a reference or a parenthetical explanation, we add
the visualizations usually at the end of the respective sentence or
clause it refers to. However, since relative publication quantities
can be considered as a number, we also embed them within the
sentence like a number. One might argue that our encoding of
publication numbers is superfluous because a single number as
plain text is sufficient. However, we assume that often the absolute
number of publications within a category is important, as well as
the percentage with respect to a total number. If just providing
the absolute number, the reference is not always clear; if just
providing a percentage value, the reader needs to calculate the
absolute number. The graphical representation further provides
the advantage to quickly search for high quantities and compare
subsets by scanning through the quantities.
We pay attention that we do not change the reference of the
graphics within a certain context, that is, the reference number of
the publication quantities, the normalization and time period of
the timelines, and the color coding of the overlap visualizations.
Otherwise, the readers might misinterpret the graphics or each
instance would need to be accompanied with lengthy explanation,
partly destroying the embedding effect.
4.3

Eye Movement Visualizations

Eye tracking is a specialized, but increasingly used empirical
evaluation methodology, for instance, in psychology, humancomputer interaction, and visualization research. Reporting the
results of such studies is difficult because we have to deal
with spatio-temporal patterns of eye movements. While a variety
of visualizations is available for this purpose already [66], an
open research question was if these visualizations could also be
transformed into word-sized representations and stay readable.
Such a representation allows us to also embed eye movement
visualizations into text, which we explore in this example. The
variety and complexity of the visualizations show that the use of
word-sized graphics is not limited to line and bar charts.
4.3.1 Example
In previous work, Beck et al. [55], [63] discuss how to transform
existing eye movement visualizations into word-sized representations. While demonstrating the usage of the resulting word-sized
visualizations in tabular interfaces, the authors just casually integrated the word-sized visualizations into the text of the publication
for giving an example or performing a case study. In the following,
we discuss this usage scenario in more detail, but first provide a
brief introduction to a selection of the suggested visualizations.
Eye movement data consists of fixations and short transitions
in between them, called saccades. Plotting the spatial position
of these fixations connected with straight lines according to their
sequence of occurrence creates a simple scan path visualization
that can be shown at size of a word
(here, a color
map
indicates the progress of time). When spatially aggregating the fixations and plotting their density, we obtain an
attention map visualization
. Putting time in the focus of
the visualization by using the horizontal axis as a timeline, we
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could plot another metric to the vertical axis, for instance, one
. To simplify
of the spatial dimensions of the fixations
the analysis and raise the level of abstraction, analysts identify
areas of interest (AOIs) and transform the fixation sequence to a
sequence of AOIs, which can be visualized on a similar timeline
representation
(here, colors and vertical position identify
an AOI). Abstracting further, we transform the sequence of AOIs
into a network of AOI transitions and visualize it as a graph, for
instance, in a node-link representation
or an adjacency
matrix
.
Each of the presented visualization represents the eye movement for a single participant in a single task. Hence, integrating
them into text is useful for illustrating an example of a typical
fixation sequence or highlighting a specific outlier. In contrast to
traditional eye tracking analysis that focuses on statistically aggregating the data, this integration of word-sized graphics much better
supports a qualitative analysis for studying individual behavior in
detail. Even contrasting a few individuals is possible, for instance,
two participants that show a similar temporal sequence of AOIs
versus another two participants forming a different group [63]:
“Participants in Group (a) found a path from origin
to destination quickly and did not verify it fully
. In Group (b), the participants performed a final
.”
verification more thoroughly
If more than two or three instances are required to illustrate a
finding, the word-sized graphics may consume a full line; they
could be treated like a full-line formula and be centered, for
instance, a set of visualizations showing different aspects for the
same participant
.
This representation facilitates enlarging the graphics to some
extent. Of course, the visualizations could also be embedded into
a table. To show details, a few of the examples might be displayed
in regular size enriched with labels as a figure.
4.3.2 Generalization
Although specifically developed for eye movement data, most of
these visualization can be easily applied to other, related data.
First, interaction data is very similar to eye movement data because
interactions, like fixations, can be associated with a timestamp
and screen location [55]. Moreover, eye movements are a special
form of trajectories—hence, the visualizations can also be used
to represent mobility patterns or other spatio-temporal data. Parts
of the proposed visualizations show small networks, and hence,
are applicable to any other kind of network, for instance, software
dependencies or social networks.
4.3.3 Discussion
When representing data at the size of a word, in particular
complex data, visual scalability and clutter quickly becomes an
issue. For the suggested word-sized eye tracking visualizations,
or coarse data
we observe problems like overplotting
granularity
. The AOI-based visualizations become cluttered when adding more AOIs. But a larger visualization does not
always solve the scalability problem: In case of overplotting, the
problem becomes only little better, if at all, when the graphic is
enlarged by a magnitude, for instance, by a factor of nine regarding
the area
.
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Instead, we might divide the data into smaller chunks or use visualizations that abstract the data to a higher level of aggregation.
For the spatial visualizations, another problem is that word-sized
graphics usually have a wide landscape format, not necessarily
similar to the aspect ratio of the stimulus. Also, the visualizations are too small to have the original stimulus shown in the
background like possible in larger representations. Despite these
issues, however, we were surprised ourselves how many regular
eye tracking visualizations can be transformed to a representation
at the size of a word without losing too much of the perceivable
information and visual scalability. A more detailed discussion of
visual scalability of the word-sized representations is available in
previous work [55], as well an expert review of the different eye
tracking visualizations [63].

5

I NTERACTION

Like regular information visualizations, word-sized graphics become more powerful when the users or readers can interact with
them—users might retrieve details on demand, explore relationships through brushing and linking, or adapt the visual encoding to
their needs. There have only been few works yet that discuss interactions with word-sized graphics in detail: In context of debugging
electronic circuits, Frishberg [41] describes the design challenges
and user expectations for interactive sparklines embedded into a
tabular interface. Goffin et al. [49] investigate how word-sized
graphics embedded into text can be interactively transformed from
a document-centric view (i.e., focusing on the text with wordsized embeddings) to a visualization-centric view (i.e., focusing on
the visualization, potentially enlarged and interactive). They also
describe intents, techniques, and scope of interactions on wordsized representations. In other examples, word-sized graphics are
integrated into user interfaces, but interacting with these graphics
is not discussed in detail.
Quite orthogonal to previous work, we discuss and classify
levels of interactivity. We do not focus only on interaction regarding the visual representation but also the textual content and
how these representations interact. This is particularly relevant for
scientific communication because of the importance of the text in a
publication. We first describe an interactive example that illustrates
how interaction provides extra value within a text embedding of
word-sized graphics. We later generalize interactions to patterns.
5.1

Example

We extend the timeline representation of our bibliographic analysis
example (see Section 4.2) to an interactive version:
http://biblines-example.fbeck.com
We created a new textual description summarizing literature data
publicly available in context of a survey on dynamic graph visualization [67]. The example combines text, word-sized timelines,
and a regular-size timeline diagram. While Figure 3 shows a static
overview of the example, Figure 4 illustrates the interactions:
•

•

Hovering a word-sized graphic marks the clause it refers
to and also shows the displayed data in the regular-size
timeline as an overlay with blue bars (Figure 4 (a)).
Clicking on a word-sized graphic makes the overlay
persistent—the previous timeline data is replaced (Figure 3). The word-sized graphic currently shown enlarged
is marked with a light blue background.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 3. Interactive Web-based integration of word-sized graphics into text
discussing a bibliographic analysis of a literature collection on dynamic
graph visualization [67].

•

•

Hovering a word in bold font highlights a subset of the
data. If the text refers to a time-independent subset of the
data, this data is plotted as an overlay with blue bars on the
enlarged diagram (Figure 4 (b)). If the text describes a time
period, the respective period is highlighted with a yellow
background in the enlarged diagram and in the word-sized
graphic attached to the respective clause (Figure 4 (c)).
Hovering a bar in the diagram provides details as a
tooltip dialog and marks the respective year with a yellow
background color, in the enlarged diagram as well as in all
word-sized graphics (Figure 4 (d)).

Hence, after clicking on a word-sized graphic, users may
explore the timelines in detail. When hovering a word-sized
graphic or parts of the text, users can compare the temporal
distributions of two publication sets. Hovering years or textual
descriptions of temporal periods allows users to explore and
compare temporal intervals across different representations. Since
the word-sized graphics are explained by the regular-size diagram,
the text is readable in static form already. However, the interactive
version increases the value of the augmentation because it allows
retrieving details and enables comparison. Hence, readers can use
interactions, but do not have to do it to understand the text.

(c)

(d)

Fig. 4. Interactive interplay of text, word-sized graphics, and a diagram
when hovering (a) a word-sized graphic, (b) highlighted text representing
a subset of the data, (c) highlighted text representing a time period, or
(d) a bar in the diagram.

•

•

5.2

Levels of Interactivity

The design space of interactivity for word-sized visualizations
spans, as demonstrated, from static publications with no interactions to highly interactive examples. This span is not only a
difference in quantity of available interactions, but also covers
different qualities and scope of interaction. In particular, we
identified the following three levels:
•

No Interaction (Level 0): In their basic usage and as
demonstrated above, word-sized graphics embedded into
text do not need to be interactive at all. If not overly
complex or condensed, the small-scale visualizations could
already provide valuable extra information. However, since
the graphics are usually too small to carry axis labels and

captions, authors need to take care to provide sufficient explanations in the text surrounding the word-sized graphics.
Local Interaction (Level 1): A first step when adding
interaction to word-sized graphics is providing details on
demand, for instance, a tooltip dialog with explanations
or showing an enlarged and labeled version of the graphic.
Also, one could link the text and the graphics interactively;
for example, when hovering a related text fragment or
graphic, the respective other element gets highlighted.
These simple interaction techniques share that their effect
is local, only adding or highlighting information in the
local environment of the graphic.
Global Interaction (Level 2): Going a step further, global
interactions describe connections beyond the local scope
of a graphic. In the above example, instances of a global
interaction are a consistent linking across multiple wordsized graphics (cf. hovering a bar in the diagram) or a
connection with an enlarged graphic (cf. hovering a wordsized graphic). Although arbitrary global connections are
possible, we recommend keeping the scope somewhat
restricted to not overwhelm the user with changes.

Hence, according to this classification, the examples as provided within the PDF version of the paper are obviously noninteractive (Level 0). In contrast, the interactive example described
above (cf. Section 5.1) contains local and global interaction—
thus, it is classified as Level 2. Transitions from document to
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Text

x

Space-filling
overlay

Tooltip overlay

Text integration

Sparkline

Dedicated area

Figure

Fig. 5. Design space for showing an enlarged visualization as interactive
details-on-demand of a word-sized graphic.

Fig. 6. Possible interactive links between text, sparklines, and figures
implementing an visualization–text interaction approach.

visualization as described by Goffin et al. [49] applied to a single
graphic are an example of local interactions (Level 1). A Level 2
interaction occurs when more than one graphic is involved in an
interaction—discussed as interaction scope by Goffin et al. [49,
Section 3.4].

does not only contain text and word-sized graphics (here, called
sparklines for simplification) but also regular-size figures. Hence,
interactive, bidirectional links could be integrated between all
three kinds of representations like illustrated in Figure 6:

5.3

•

Interaction Patterns

We instantiate the interaction levels as reusable patterns applicable
for scientific communication. To this end, we sketch two patterns,
one for each level. Please note that these patterns are only examples, other instantiations are possible. Nevertheless, we believe
that these patterns are applicable and useful in many scenarios.
5.3.1 Details-on-Demand Interaction
A straightforward local interaction technique (Level 1) for improving the understandability of word-sized graphics is to provide
details on demands. While some textual extra information showing
labels or numbers would be a basic version of such details, these
details could also contain an enlarged, possibly interactive version
of the word-sized representation. For the placement of the details,
there are the following options, which Figure 5 illustrates:
•
•

•
•

Space-Filling Overlay: A screen-filling window or graphical layer containing the details overlays the text.
Tooltip Overlay: A small tooltip dialog overlays part of
the text next to the referenced element in a way that the
referenced element does not get occluded.
Text Integration: Details are blended in and displace part
of the text—the text layout changes.
Dedicated Area: Details are shown in a side bar or any
other screen area that is specifically dedicated to this
purpose and does not overlap the text.

If the details show an enlarged graphic, it should not differ
much from the word-sized representation so that readers immediate see the congruence. We recommend keeping the aspect ratio
consistent and just adding details such as axes and labels. In case
users want to interact with this enlarged version, showing the
details only when hovering is not sufficient—the users need to
make the details persist on screen (e.g., using click) before they
can interact. Implementing such interactions is possible with all
placement options; only for tooltip overlays, one needs to prevent
that they disappear when the mouse leaves the reference. For touch
interfaces, hovering needs to be replaced by tap or tap-and-hold.
5.3.2 Visualization–Text Interaction
As an example of global interaction (Level 2), we abstract
the interactive example described in Section 5.1 to a generic
approach that we call visualization–text interaction. The focus
of this approach is interactively linking visualizations and text.
We assume—like in the example—that the interactive document

•

•

Sparkline–Text Interaction : Linking the word-sized
graphics and the text usually refers to a local interaction
that improves the integration. For instance like in the
example, when hovering on a word-sized representation,
the text fragment it refers to becomes highlighted (⇒). The
other way round (⇐), highlighting could be implemented
in a similar way; in the example, we highlight a period
in the related word-sized graphic when hovering a boldfont text fragment referring to a time period. Although it
is possible to implement global sparkline–text interactions,
we recommend keeping this link local because otherwise
the close integration of text and word-sized representation
would be partly destroyed.
: Text and figure can be
Text–Figure Interaction
connected in a global interaction: a traditional reference
of a figure in the text (e.g., “Figure 6”) could be made
interactive by highlighting the figure when hovering the
reference or the related text fragment (⇒), and vice versa,
all text discussing the figure when hovering the figure (⇐).
This is particularly useful if the document contains several
figures. Since we use only one figure in our example, we
just implemented a link referencing to different parts of the
figure—when a description of a time period is hovered, the
respective period gets highlighted in the figures.
: A set of interactive
Sparkline–Figure Interaction
representations in word-sized graphics and figures can be
considered as a multi-view visualization. Hence, typical
multi-view interaction approaches like brushing and linking can be applied: Selecting something in a figure could
highlight the respective visual elements in the word-sized
graphics (⇒), in our example, a bar referring to a year.
Regarding the opposite direction (⇐), however, selecting
elements in a word-sized graphic is difficult due to their
small size. Still, select operations might refer to all items
represented in the graphic. In the example, hovering a
word-sized graphic overlays the displayed subset of the
data in the figure.

Through these links, text and visualizations become an integrated unit, mutually enriching each other. Like in a regular
publication without word-sized graphics or interaction, the dominating usage strategy would still be linearly reading the text and
occasionally using visualizations to better understand. However,
we believe the interactive version has advantages on top of a better
information integration: (i) references between representations
become clearer and easier to trace, (ii) interactive links create
a connected visualization showing different facets of the data,
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and (iii) interaction supports alternative reading strategies, such
as studying figures first and then looking for the respective text.

[8]

6

[9]

C ONCLUSION AND C ALL TO ACTION

This paper discussed the potential of embedding word-sized
graphics within scientific texts. A survey of the state-of-the-art
usage revealed that word-sized graphics are both flexible in what
data they represent and universally applicable across scientific domains. However, authors have just started to use them for scientific
communication. We demonstrated generalizable use cases leveraging word-sized graphics in a variety of applications. Interactive
publications could further exploit these kinds of visualizations,
providing details on demand and interactively linking text and
visual content.
Call to Action: We believe that the visualization community
can and should play a leading role in establishing word-sized
graphics and other visualization-based enrichments for scientific
texts. Visualization researchers have the expertise to provide
positive examples and set standards. We call members of the
community to action, in particular, (i) authors to experiment with
better integration of text and visualizations in their papers and
explore the use of interactive publication formats, (ii) reviewers to
be open for new ideas and value experimental publication formats,
and (iii) editors, conference chairs, and publishers to accept
and technically support the submission of publications where
borders between text and graphics blur. Evaluating these practical
experiments, visualization researchers could identify best practices and establish standards supporting other communities. With
these steps, we hope that the visualization community advances
scientific publications into visualization-enriched texts and other
communities will adapt these practices. If successful, publications
will get more effective as a medium for communicating scientific
results and findings.
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